
SEPTEMBER 14, 1901. 

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Names and Address must accompany all letters or 

no attention will be paid thereto. This is for 
our information and not for publication. 

References to former articles or answers should give 
date of paper and page or number of question. 

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should be 
repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that 
some answers require not a little research, and, 
tbougb we endeavor to reply to all eitber by 
letter or in this department, each must take 
his turn. 

Buyers wishing to purchase any article not adver
tised in our columns will be furnished with 
addresses of houses manufacturing or carrying 
the same. 

SpeCial Written Information on matters of personal 
ra ther than general interest cannot be expected 
without remuneration. 

Scientific American Supplements referred to may be 
had at the office. Price 10 cents each. 

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of 
price. 

Minerals sent for examination should be distinctly 
marked or labeled. 

acid, and In dilute nitric acId. Acetic acId 
(vinegar) slowly dissolves the tin from the 
dishes in the kitchen. 2. Any in which alu
minium will dissolve'! A. Hydrochloric acid 
dissolves aluminium, even when the acid is 
dilute. Sulphuric acid, when hot and diluted 
with water up to 3 or 4 parts, will dissolve it. 
So does nitric acid when concentrated and 
boiling. 3. Do you know of any firm selling 
coherers, separate (for wireless telegraphs)'! 
A. Probably any dealer in physical apparatus 
can supply you. 4. Have you any SUPPLEMENT 
containing the Hertzian wave theory, and his 
apparatus, such as transmitter and receiver'! 
If so, what number'! A. We have just pub
lished a valuable article upon "Electric Waves" 
in SUPPLEMENTS Nos. 1318, 1319, and 1320, 
price ten cents each. Also one upon "Wireless 
Telegraphy" in SUPPLEMENTS Nos. 1328 and 
1329, price ten cents each. These deal with 
"Hertz ian Waves." Wireless telegraphy has 
developed since the lamented death of Prof. 
Hertz. There is probably very little, if any, 
apparatus which he designed in use at the 
present time. 

b '1 (8356) A. T.: Machine cut nails were (8349) L. K. asks: We want \;0 Ul d 
first made' in Providence, R. 1., in 1775 and a 2 or 3 horse power motor to run a lathe, improved during the last years of the eighe.tc:, "'on a�' .500 or 110-volt current, and can teenth century. The first cast-iron plow-share find lit) 'lloch machine' described in your' hidex. was made in New Jersey in 1797. Can you let us know where we could obtain I 

such a description'! A. We can fU"lish you (8357) C. L. G. asks: Can motor de

a book called "Electrical Designs," price $2 scribed in SUPPLEMENT No. 759 be run as a 
by mall, which contains the sort of machine dynamo'! If so, how many 16-candle-power 
you wish. I lights will it burn'! Please let me kn�w what 

(8350) W. E. H. writes: In reference changes would be necessary to make It a dy
namo'! A. The little motor of SUPPLEMENT 
No. 759 is run by 4-6 cells of plunge bichro
mate battery. If it would generate as a dy
namo upon running it by power you would 
get nearly the same current as the battery 
would give. No changes are needed to make it 
into a dynamo. It may not, however, generate 
at all as a dynamo. It is a very little ma
chine. It will not light a 16-candle-power 
lamp. It has not voltage enough. 

to the electrical � ignition on the gas engine 
descrihed in the book, "Gas Engine Construc
tio,n," hy Parsell and Weed, I would like to ask 
the following: What would he the ohjection 
to connecting one� of the wires of the primary 
circuit (on page 230 of above-nam.ed book) 
direct to 'some 'pal't of the engine, and mak
ing the pin, which projects from the hub, of 
steel, the spring, e, remaining insulated from 
the rest of the engine'! It seems to me that 
the platinum ends of the spring could then be 
dispensed with, as the surfaces would remain 
bright and contact assured by the continual 
rubbing. A. The sparking break device de
scribed is in use with good results, but the use 
of steel surfaces subjects the contact points to 
wear. which may change the ignition time. 
There is no objection to the method of connec
tion; but we advise the use of. platinum con
tact points on both pin and spring. 

(8351) H. R. asks: Have you one or 

more SUPPLEMENTS showing the construction of 
a simple electric motor that could be run with 
the power from an incandescent light wire. A. 
We have no plans for motors to be run upon a 
lighting circuit with 110 volts in our SuP
PLEMENTS. You will find such in the book 
HElectrical Designs," which we can 
$2 by mall. 

(8358) C. R. B. asks: 1. What (10 you 

consider the best soldering flux for soldering 
electric wires, outside and inside'! A. Rosin 
is the best flux for soldering copper or iron. 
Next to that, and much easier of use, is some 
one of 'the soldering pastes which can be had 
from dealers in electric light supplies. 2. 
In any certain dynamo upon what will the 
voltage of that machine depend-speed of 
armature, strength of field, or both'! If the 
la tter, will the strength of the field depend 
upon the current passed through it'! A. The 
voltage of a dynamo is determined by the 
rate at which lines of force are cut-l00,000,-
000 lines cut per second produces one volt. 
One ampere-turn produces one line of force. 
The number of turns of wire upon the field 
magnets multiplied by the number of amperes 

send for flowing through the field circuit giveS' the 

(8352) L. D. asks: Would like to know 

through your paper if the engineering courses 
are reliable which are advertised by the cor
respondence schools. Can a graduate of either 
of the courses satisfactorily fill a position as 
engineer'! A. We must say in response to 
your inquiry that it is not the school which 
makes the successful engineer, but the stu
dent. A good school cannot make a success
ful man of a poor student; and a poor school 
will make a successful man of a good student. 
There are many unsuccessful men who have 
the diploma of our highest universities, and 
there are great men who, when they give the 
name of their college, have to tell you wher2 
it is. You never heard of it. It is so un-
known. We esteem the school you name as 
very good of its kind. If your circumstances 
only allow you to take correspondence work 
you can do well through this school. 

(8353) J. E. M. writes: I am inter-

number of ampere turns of the field. The 
number of turns on the armature active at 
one time multiplied by the number of revo
lutions per second gives the number of times 
a line of force of the field is cut per second. 
The product of the number of lines of force 
by the number of times a line is cut per sec
ond divided by 100,000,000 gives the voltage. 
Hence, the voltage of a dynamo depends upon 
the number of turns in the field, the current 
which flows through the field, and the speed 
of the armature and the number of turns of 
wire upon the armature. 3. What is the 
chief difference between a Bell telephone and 
the independent 'phones'! A. Anyone may 
make apparatus upon which the patent has 
expired. The fundamental patents upon the 
telephone expired some time ago. Patents 
upon many minor parts of the telephone are 
still in force. Whoever owns such a patent 
can enforce it. Most makers of telephones 
have some part of their instruments covered 
by a patent; other parts are common property 

ested in an organization which meets in a hall owing to the expiration of the patent covering 
the acoustics of which are very unsatisfac- that part. We are not able to specify any 
tory. The size of same is about 60 x 35, and chief difference between one telephone system 
about 15 feet high-a square room. Can you and another. 4. Can you give me a scientific 
advise any way by which the acoustics could reason for the following phenomena: In our 
be improved'! If you can favor me in any country the surest 'sign of an approaching 
way in this respect you will not only confer rain is that springs will begin to run and 
a favor, but will do us a great deal of good the creeks will begin to ooze water. It is a 
in our work. We thank you in advance. peculiar, but sure sign. A. This is certainly 
A. This difficulty has been recently the sub- a peculiar sign. We have heard people main
ject of a note in these columns. Please refer tain it before, but see no reason for it. 5. 
to Query No. 3334 for directions how to pro- Fuses for telephones, etc., are marked thus: 
ceed to remedy your difficulty. '4 ampere, etc. Does that mean they will 

(8354) H. F. M. asks: 1. Which of the burn out at '4 ampere, or that they will 
two formulas, MV2, or ¥.,MV2, expresses the carry no more than � a�pere'! A .. A fuse is 
kinetic energy of a moving body, M being its rated at the c.urrent It WIll carry .w'th safety. 
mass and V2 the square of the velocity'! A. Most fuses wIll stand overload wIthout melt
¥.,MV2. 2. What is the exact equivalent of the 

I 
ing. Some have been found to carry double 

grain in fractions of the gramme and vice the load they were marked to carr�. Much 
versa'! A. One grain equals 0.0647989 depends upon the expos�re to .the aIr. .If .a 
gramme. One gramme equals 15.43234874 fuse has a current of aIr passmg over 1t; It 
grains. These are exact to 7 and 8 places of will not heat as much as if it were in a closed 
decimals, but it is not necessary to be so place. 
exact. It is not common to go below four (8359) N. J. F. asks: Have two al

places of decimals. 3. Give me the correct ternating-current fan motors. If they can be 
chemical formula of picrate of potassium. A. run on direct current kindly let me know. A. 
KC.H2(N02).O. 4. How Is the power of an To run a fan upon a direct current requires a 
explosive to be figured out from its formula'! commutator upon the shaft of the armature 
A. By finding the number of vo1.umes of gas in place of the rings which are to be found 
which can be produced by the combustion of there when the motor is to run with an alter
the substance. This, at 15 pounds per volume, nating current. 

173 

(8361) A. D. asks: I desire to make i�����
/ �gge'i�dU'ct��;"��ti���;;,"'o: 682,037 

a small alternating-current induction motor Lascbe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • •  681,800 
of about � horse power and would like some !��::'':'�'i:'ileCdr�in�u��;�; ·S.' 'ri.''M�tt:::::::: :�g�� information on how the field is wound, how Axle boxes, macbine for molding car, P. T. 
the armature is made, etc. Can you give me Bear���d����t�bi�· b�ii.' H:·D�cid:::::::::: the desired information in the SCIENTIFIC Bearing. roller, J. Hutcbison . • • • • • • •• •• ••• 

681,785 
681,683 
681,793 
682,078 
681,748 
682,028 
681,874 

AMERICAN'! A. The plans for a small single- ��� :�r
t
in��o�

. 
'!ii. �mftb .�����::::::::::::: 

phase induction motor are to be found in the Bed spring making macbine, B. R. Butler •• 

book of "Electrical Designs" recently pub- Bedstead, M. G. Conley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  

lished, which we can send you for $2 by maiI-. Bi CY���ti
�a�i��

.
I�

. 
�?��� 

.. ����i��. ���' . •  

�:.�: 
681,718 
682,009 
681,967 
681,690 

You will find this a very valuable work. Blast furnace. J. L. Wells . ... . . .......... . 
Blind regulator, window, G. Ley . . • . . . . • • • •  ( 83 6 2 )  P .  W. B .  writes: 1 .  How grea t ���r.;��peSe�· e:i b��I���y .......... . . .. "", 

a pressure can be raised safely by either naph- Boiler, F. A. Hensley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .  

tha o r  gasoline'! (Not b y  exploding them.) Boiler flue cleaner, W .  H.  Howe . . . . . . . . • . .  

A. Any pressure that a vessel o r  tube will bear ��l����' sc;�ln��r;.
te,:��a�on�· .. �?��::::::::: 

within its factor of safety from rupture, can Book, cbeck, J. H. HolIman ...... ... .. . .. . 

681,789 
681,854 
681,722 
682,002 
681,915 
681,976 
681,832 
681,774 

be applied to naphtha or gasoline without fear ����, 
r::��d�g �"ot!aw.

vv: M:��d��·h�li
: :::: 

of explosion or increase of pressure by change Bottle, L. C. Bailey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... . 
in the constituents of the fluids. 2. If 5 Bottle stoppering macbine, J. & J. A. 
or 6 parts of air accidentally get mixed Bouq��:k��ld�r: . 'i. . it: 'A�g�i��i�b . 

: : : : : : : : : 
will the danger from an explosion at three- ��� ffgt����or

��r 
E�n�a���d' b'o'td��;' w:' w: 

681,949 
681,673 
682,117 

fourths the limits for pressure and tempera- Geddes . ... ...... . ... .. . .. ............ 681,691 
ture amount to anything'! A. There is no dan- Braiding macbine, J. P. Swift. ......... . .. 681,998 

ger of explosion from naphtha vapor and air Bridle, J. S. Binkley ....... ........ ....... 682,125 
Brush, J. Schreiner. . .. • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. 681,931 

mixture at any pressure, if temperature is be- Brusbes, bridle, tie, or like fitting for 
low 400 deg. F. Sudden compression to 200 Bucfl�!n�.

rsj. �a�ca���i. . :::::::::::::::: ���',��� 
pounds is dangerous, because the heat of com- Buckle, barness, A. Sbepberd . ... . . .. . .... . 681,988 
pression raises the tempeI;a ture to 650 deg., a t �����rincttfe��h��eF .

MGigbo
�

S
o
.
���� : : : :: : : :: ���:�i� which the mixture becomes spontaneously ex- Button, M. Hoetger . ...... ... . .. . .. . ...... 681,850 

plosive. 3. What per .cent of air will mix Button polisber, E. W. Wrigbt. .... . . . . ... 681,771 
Cabinet, kitchen, J. W. Atkins ............ 681,823 safely with the gas for the limit of tempera- Cake icing macbine, J. Rosborougb . . .. . .... 681,929 

ture and pressure, and also for three-fourths g:},';��:r'ex1�n:t�n
L';,':d; ' ph�'tog'raiiliic; . 'Carl: 681,831 

the limit '! A. One part gas to 4 parts air and ton & Hutcbings . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 682,029 
1 part gas to 15 parts air are not known to cam��tc�f':::�s��� .. ���: . .  ?�.

o
.
t��.

r�
.
p
.�i:: .. 

?: 
be explosive. Any mixture between those Camera multiplying atacbment, C. Laux .... 
above named is uncertaIn' as to the limit Can bolder, condensed milk, B. P. Hanft. .. 
of temperature of ignition. We know of no g:�d�r:Nd:ig'::i��r, r!ih�ay�o:.arg:

. 
'Ste 'i�: 

experiments as to the limiting temperatures brenner . .... . . .... . . . . . . ... .. . . . . .... . 

682,081 
681,714 
681,963 
682,079 

and pressures. 4. Can the pressure be g:� j
s
O
e�t�ak�es.

ri�� I����' .. �: .� .. �.�l�����::: 
raised to 1,200 pounds, with naphtha or gas- Cars, follower plate for draft gears of, J. 

681,819 
681,997 
681,784 

oline'! A. Yes, any pressure for 'the liquid Timms . . . . .. . . .. . . . . ... . . . . ... . ... . . . 681,896 
Carbonating apparatus, liquid, W. J. Jones. 682,145 and' also for the vapor, which w!ll con- Caster, ball, R. B. Dixon . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . ... 682,047 

dense at very high pressure only, with mod- Cattle guard, F. A. Wegner . . . .. . .. .. . ... .. 682,008 
Cattle guard, A. Conway .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 682,135 erate temperature. 5. W!ll the gas alone ot Centrifugal machine, E. D. Mackintosb .... 681,804 

naphtha or gasoline contained in an air-tight Cbain, C. W. Levalley ... .. . . . . . . . .... .... 682,092 

vessel explode if the temperature gets too g�:t�· s�a
e
t�. 

m!��na�a���e 
f��ai�anufacturing, 

high'! Wha t w!ll happen then'! A. Gas or C. Lingenberg . . .. . . . ......... . ....... 682,094 

vapor alone w!ll not explode at high tetnpera- gp;i:lti.:'i, t�, F�'D�inFn'l'd���:::::::::::::: ���:l� 
ture; at red heat the vapor w!ll be converted Clevis, wbimetree spring, G. G. F. Boswell. 681,947 
into a permanent gas, and like any other gl���', �:gi���h�·al�· c�n 

Ag��� :: :: : : : : :: :: a�1',bl� 
hydro-carbon gas w!ll burn in the atmosphere Clutcb, Carrutbers & Fitbian . ... 682,126 to 682,128 
or become an explosive when mixed in the Clutcb, friction, E. V. Faucett. . .. . ....... 681,847 

Coagulant and making same, I. H. Jewell .. 681,822 proper proportions with air. 6. If an explo- Coal pick, J. H. Higgins . . .. . . . ... .. .. .. . . 682,144 
sion occurred by mistake how great a pressure Coal, traction system for use witb cable 

roads in handling, J. G. Bezanson ..... 681,906 would probably be created'! A. About 300 Coating pipes or bars, appLratus for, H. B. 
pounds per square inch if not under great com-

C OlIe�y�oCO�i';g ·ap���t��,"i."ri: 'Ri�bb:�;;!:�: ��i:��i pression previously. Add the previous com- Coiling flexible material, means for, E. R. 
pression to 300 pounds for the initial force of Gill . . . . . ..... ... . . . ... ...... . .. .... .. 682,142 
explosion. 7. What heat w!ll copper tubing g�i� ���:�gtt:g :gg:�::�:: r'l'J����::::: ��g:§ 
(1 inch inside diameter, of standar,d thickness) Collar, F. E. McCatbie . ... ... ... . . . . .. .. .. 682,111 
stand before weakening'! A. About 700 deg. F. Column for interior woodwork, F. Golden-

bogen . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .... 681,693 8. If there is from 400 to 500 pounds pres- Comb, F. W. Grell .. .. . .. . .. . . ........ .. .. 681,695 
sure inside the tubing, what will be the limit g�::;'�i,i't��r.:'r, IO��' c�Fo�es�:r��::: : :: : :::: m:��� 
of safety as to heat'! A. About 700 deg. F. for Concrete tamping macbine, M. E. Layne .. .  681,715 
Ii copper tube � inch thick. 9. What is the Condensing apparatus, P. Nezeraux ... ... . . 681,726 

Conveyer or tram, wire rope, R. D. Seymour 681,888 limit of safety of both heat and pressure ,in the Cooking utensil, G. E. Savage .. . .. . ....... 681,982 
same tube at one time'! A. A seamless copper Cooling can, E. S. Cusbman . . . . .... . ... . .. .  681,876 

tube as above should stand 1,000 pounds per g���i��tfi;���, "\v.H1���i�b:::::::::::::: �g�� 
square inch at 600 deg. F. and under. 10. Corn busking macbine, A. Rosentbal. .. ... . 681,736 

what will be the limit of temperature said Corset fastener, E. Hewson ................ 681,099 
Cotton presses, bat compressing and feeding 

tube will stand if there is only gas in the tube mecbanism for, H. Rembert . . . .... . . .. 681,928 
t f 400 t 500 ds pressure� A From Cowl, G. Dowman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .  681,877 a rom 0 poun . _'1. Cream separator, A. L. Minium ....... ..... 681,720 

700 to 800 deg. F. 11. What will be the limit Cream separator, centrifugal, J. H. Fleming 682,138 
of temperature said tube will stand if there is g���n bi���:: i�r.!;;ia��ab�e�:. H�ff�a�::: :: ���:g�� both a liquid 'and a gas in the same tube at Crusbing or pulverizing apparatus, W. Kitto 682,087 
from 400 to 500 pounds pressure'! A. The Cultivator, C. T. Hines .................... 682,076 

kind of material w!ll make no difference in currt��n'l'e
o
r
t.:': :��.t���, .. �l���������, .. �:.�: .�� 682,093 

regard to strength and temperature at the Current, apparatus for transformlnt alter-
above pressures unless by the evaporation of curr����IV��o 

G�on\i'�;o�:. ��t.i�. � . . �?���� ��g3� 
the liquid a very much greater pressure is gen- curtt\i'nd�:�r� . . ��� . . ?��� .. �������' . . �' .. �: 682,097 erated. The temperature limit will then be as Damper regulator, time, R. A. Penrose .. . . . 681,971 
before stated. 12. Is there a tube of any sort Dental appliance, W. T. Lyon . ... ... .. . ... 682,098 

d h· h '11 t 't h t i t Derricks, pivot for masts of, E. F. Terry . .  681,840 ma e w IC WI ranSmI ea n grea quan- Display rack, sectional, J. W. Tucker . .... . 682,00'1 
tities and that will stand a pressure of from Distributing macbine, G. W. Lovejoy . ...... 681,801 
600 to 800 pounds which wlII stand a tempera- g�i1�i:,� if.ai!'J�:is.�: .�: .������:::::::::::: ��a�1 ture of over 1,000 deg; F. '! A. We can only Door, cellar, C. C. Scbreiber . . .... . ...... .. 681,985 
suggest an alloy of copper and platinum; or g��it 

w
o
a:e��uri'i';;g ";.·ig!in�,

rosi't: . . 0: . Gail�: 681,953 

platinum alone. 13. Will other sized copper gber, Jr. . ............................ 681,880 
tubing have the same strength and qualities'! Drag or grapple, P. Rasmussen . . .. ... . .. . . 681,733 

A. The resistance to pressure of copper or g��1�� �h���r���;,
er 

c�or
w�ie � ... ������: : : :: ��l:gl� 

other tubing is inversely as the diameter with Dye and making same, brown sulfur, Ep-
1 thO k Th . t t b f stein & Rosentbal . . . .... ... . . . . . . . ... 681 ,689 equa IC ness. e reSIS ance on a u e 0 Dyeing, etc., apparatus for, W. Matber .. .. 682,099 

a given size is also nearly proportional to the Egg boiler, F. Soady . . . . . .. .......... ..... 681,936 
thickness of the. tube walls. �f!ct:�re��b�e

oW���li�g DO.:'�p;��t��:· 'Ii:" B: 682,023 

TO INVENTORS. 
An experience of over fifty years, and the prepa

ration of more than one hundred thousand appll-
cations for patents, at bome and abroad, enable 
us to understand the laws and practice on both 
continents, and �o possess unequaled facilities for 
procuring patents everywhere. A synopsis of the 
patent laws of tbe United States and all foreign 
countries may be had on application, and persons 
cuntemplating the securing of patents, either at 
home or abroad, are invited to write to this office 
for prices, which are low, in accordance with the 
times and our extensive facilities for conducting 
the business. Address MUNN & CO., office Scien-
tific American, 361 Broadway , New York. 

Grinnell . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. ... . . .. .. .  681,696 
Electric circuit controller, H. W. Leonard . .  681,716 
Electric currents, means for controlling, P. 

681,712 
682,088 
682,116 

Kennedy . . .. . .. . .. ... . .. ... . .. . .. . . .  . 
Electric furnace, F. A. Kjellin . . .. . . .. . . . .  . 
Electric ligbt attacbment, J. H. Rusby .. . . 
Electric motor time regulator, M. M. Mov� 

, sbovitcb ... ... . . . . .. . . .. . ......... ... .  682,108 
Electric switch, W. F. Hossert ............. 681,776 
Electric switcb, C. F. Ziegler . . . . . .... . . . .. 681,943 
Electrical devices, device for controlling the 

opera tion of, E. Stockwell. .. . . ... . .. . .  681,862 
Electrical flush receptacle and plug, W. J. 

Newton .. .. . . . ... . . .. .. . .. . .. ....... .  681,725 
Electrical intercommunication, system of, E. 

A. Clark . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ..... ... . .. . . .  681,951 
Electrical translating devices, regulating 

and controlling, G. T. Woods . . . . . . . . . .  681,768 
Electricity, developing static, R. V. Wagner 681,763 
Electricity meters, means for braking, F. 

Saldana . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .  681,835 
Electromagnetic apparatus, I. G. Waterman 682,007 
Electromagnets, transmitting bodies by 

means of, J. P. Swift. . . . ......... ... .  681,999 
Electrotype leveling ma�hine, C. Hurst .... 681,964 INVENTIONS Elevator brake, J. W. Hickman . .. ........ 681,790 
End gate, Harvey & Nieman . .. . . . ........ 681,881 INDEX OF 

For which Letters Patent of the 
United States were Is�ued 

for the Week Ending 

September 3, 1901, 

End gate, A. L. Foster .. .. ..... . ..... . . . . . 682,054 
Engine. See explosion engine. 
Engine exhaust nozzle, W. W. Morrow ..... 682,107 
Engines, sparking igniter for gas, C. H. 

Wanee ..... . .. . . . ........... ..... . ... 681,897 
Expansion bolt, C. H. Smitb .... ..... .. . .. 681,817 
E�plosion engine, Tuck & Wassmann . . . . . •  682,003 
Fans, speed governor for, C. D. Kemmerer. 681,710 
Feed water bea ter and purifier, E. R. Stil-

gives the pressure. (8360) G. T. F. asks: Will you kIndly AND B A C H B BAR I NOT HAT D A T B. well . . .. ... .. . .. . ...... ... . . .... .. ..... 681,893 
Fence machine, I. Womack ... ... . . ....... ....... 681,767 

(8355) C. C. A. asks: 1. Is there any 

acid in which tin will ,dissolve'! A. Tin dis
solves readily in hydrochloric acid, slowly 
when boiled in dilute sulphuric acid; also in 
concentrated 1!u1phur!c acid with different re
actions from what takes place in the dilute 

inform one of your interested readers if there 
is any chemical or chemicals more sensitive 
in changing color through the different stages 
of the atmosphere than cobalt chloride, and 
what it is'! A. Other salts of cobalt possess 
the same property. 

Fencing tool, wire, R. McCue . ... .. ............ 681,808 
lSee noteat end of Ustaboutcoplesoftbese patents.] Filter and cooler, beer, L. A. Weston . • • • • •  681,841 

Firearm, automatic, G. Roth . . . . . . . . . . • • • •  681,737 

Account device, manifolding, C. W. Ingledue 681,917 
Adbesive fastener, A. Haberstrob .. 682,062, 682,063 
Air, apparatus for separating solvent vapor 

from W. Erben . ... . . .. . . .... .. ....... 682,050 
Air compressor outlet valve, J. S. Lewis • • • •  681,921 

Fire engines, device for lighting tires in, 
J. W. Heaney . . .. ................... . 

Fire escape, C. A. Ives ....................... . 
Fire extinguisber, T. F. Handly . ........ .. 

(Continued on page 174) 

681,788 
682,082 682,069 
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